Conference Announcement


Location: Labuan, Malaysia
Organizers: Labuan School of International Business and Finance, University Malaysia Sabah, Malaysia
Major Topics: Economics, Banking and Finance, Mathematical and Quantitative Methods
Conference Dates: 5/26/2005 to 5/26/2005
Submission Deadline: 1/31/2005
Send Submissions To: Conference Secretariat, International Conference in Economics and Finance 2005, Labuan International Campus, Universiti Malaysia Sabah, P.O. Box 80594, 87015 F.T. Labuan, Malaysia.
Sponsoring Organizations:
For further information contact: Conference Secretariat, Universiti Malaysia Sabah, venusliew@yahoo.com, http://wwwkal.ums.edu.my/icef2005/

The theme of the conference is “Towards a Richer Understanding of Economy and Financial Markets: Statistical and Econometrics Advances”. While participants are invited to address the conference theme, explicit discussion of how the paper is related to the theme is not a must in every submitted paper. Thus, the topics included in this conference are not limited to the identified areas (see "Call For Papers"). All accepted papers will be published in the proceedings of the conference. In addition to that, selected papers will be published in the ICFAI Journal of Applied Finance (IJAF, India) or in a special issue of Labuan Bulletin of International Business and Finance (LBIBF, Malaysia) after being evaluated by the Editorial Board members or reviewers of IJAF/LBIBF.